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Searches for pair-production of Supersymmetric particles under the assumption that R-
parity is not conserved have been performed using the data collected by ALEPH at centre-
of-mass energies of 130-172GeV. The results for a dominant R-parity violating coupling
LL

E, for which the observed candidate events in the data are in agreement with the Stan-
dard Model expectation, translate into lower limits on the mass of charginos, neutrali-
nos, sleptons, sneutrinos and squarks. We also give preliminary results on the search for
charginos, sleptons and sneutrinos via a dominant LQ

D coupling, and discuss the impli-
cations of these results on the R-parity violating interpretations of the recently reported
excess of high Q
2
events at HERA, and the ALEPH four jet anomaly.
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1 Introduction
The minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (SM) requires that the SM
particle content is doubled and an extra Higgs SU(2)
L
doublet is added. The most general


















































E) are the down-like and




are Yukawa couplings, and
i; j; k = 1::3 are generation indices. The simultaneous presence of the last two terms leads
to rapid proton decay, and the solution of this problem in the MSSM is to exclude all terms






, a discrete multiplicative symmetry.
This solution is not unique, and a number of models [3, 4, 5] predict only a subset of the
terms in (1), thus protecting the proton from decay. These alternative solutions are denoted
\R-parity violation".
If R-parity is violated, the Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) is not stable and
decays to SM particles. Consequently the signatures are very dierent from the classic
missing energy signatures of R-parity conserving models. This paper reports the results
of searches for pair-produced supersymmetric particles at centre-of-mass energies from
130 to 172GeV in the data recorded by the ALEPH detector in 1995-1996 assuming
that R-parity is violated through either a dominant LL

E coupling, or a dominant LQ

D
coupling. These results complement the previously reported ALEPH searches for R-parity
violating Supersymmetry (SUSY) at LEP 1 energies [6], and the searches for charginos and
neutralinos at energies up to 136 GeV[7].
We make two simplifying assumptions throughout our analysis:
 Only one of the three terms in Eq.(1) is non-zero. In this paper we limit ourselves




D couplings. When we translate our results





of the possible 27 
0
ijk
couplings) is non-zero, but note that the search analyses are
not restricted to this assumption. In order to be conservative, we choose the coupling
which gives the most conservative exclusion limit.
 The lifetime of the LSP is negligible; i.e. the mean free path of ight is less than
 1cm.





well below existing limits from low energy constraints. We make no assumption on the
nature of the LSP for the LL

E operator.
We briey outline our paper: after reviewing the phenomenology of R-parity violating
SUSY models in Section 2, we present the search analyses and their confrontation with data





coupling in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. We comment on the relevance of our results on
1




coupling is antisymmetric in the i and j indices, hence j > i.
1























































































































































Table 1: R-parity violating decay modes relevant to this analysis. Here i; j; k are generation









the R-parity violating interpretations [8] of the excess of high Q
2
events in positron-proton
collisions recently reported by the H1 and the ZEUS Collaboration [9], and the R-parity
violating interpretation [10] of the ALEPH four jet events in Section 6, and nally conclude.
2 Phenomenology
Within minimal Supersymmetry all SM fermions have scalar SUSY partners: the sleptons,
sneutrinos and squarks. The SUSY equivalent of the gauge and Higgs bosons are





















) elds, respectively. The lightest SUSY particle takes a special role in R-
parity conserving models: it must be stable [11]. Cosmological arguments [12] then require
it to be neutral, and the only possible LSP candidates are the neutralino and the sneutrino.
If R-parity is violated, the LSP can decay to SM particles, and the above cosmological
arguments do not apply. Good LSP candidates are the neutralino, the chargino, the
sleptons, the sneutrinos and the stop or sbottom
3
.
The production cross sections do not depend on the size of the R-parity violating Yukawa
coupling , since we consider the pair-production of sparticles. Sparticles can decay directly






decays are summarised in Table 1, which are throughout refered to as the \direct" decay
modes. Furthermore sparticles can decay indirectly to the LSP via the R-parity conserving
couplings, and the LSP can subsequently decay violating R-parity. These decays will be
referred to as the \indirect" decay modes. The branching ratios of the direct to indirect
decay modes depend explicitly on the a priori unknown size of the Yukawa coupling ,
the masses and couplings of the decaying sparticle and the lighter SUSY states, and the
nature of the LSP [13]. In order to be as model independent as possible, we consider all
topologies arising from both classes of decays in the subsequent analyses. For a dominant
LQ

D coupling only results on indirect chargino decays and direct slepton/sneutrino decays
are presented in this paper.
Following the above terminology, the lightest neutralino can decay directly to two leptons
3
We do not consider stop or sbottom LSPs for a dominant 
ijk
coupling, since they cannot decay directly
via the purely leptonic LL

E operator, and would instead have to undergo a slow 4-body decay, acquire a
substantial lifetime, and fall outside our assumption of negligible lifetime.
2
and a neutrino for a dominant LL

E coupling, (either via 2-body decays to lighter sleptons
or sneutrinos, or via a 3-body decay), or to a lepton or a neutrino and two jets for a
dominant LQ

D coupling. The avours of the decay products of the neutralino depend on





. Heavier neutralinos can also




. The possible topologies arising from
the pair-production of neutralinos ( and 
0
) for a dominant LL

E coupling are therefore:
four to six leptons plus missing energy (6E), and multi-leptons and hadrons plus 6E.




. The chargino can















happens when the sleptons/sneutrinos are lighter than the chargino, or when the chargino













Under this assumption the chargino cannot be the LSP
4
, but we note that our analyses cover
chargino LSP topologies. Summarising, the possible chargino topologies for a dominant
LL

E coupling are: six leptons, four to six leptons plus missing energy (6E), acoplanar
leptons (of same or mixed avour), and multi-leptons and hadrons plus 6E. For a dominant
LQ

D coupling the indirect decay topologies are: multi-jet and multi-lepton and/or multi-
neutrino states.
Sleptons and sneutrinos can decay indirectly to the lightest neutralino:
~
l ! l and
~ ! . If the sleptons or sneutrinos are the LSPs, sleptons will dominantly decay directly
to acoplanar leptons of same or mixed avours, and sneutrinos to four lepton nal states
via a dominant LL

E coupling. Ignoring mass mixing, only left-handed sleptons/sneutrinos
can decay directly to four quarks via a dominant LQ

D coupling.





t ! c, and
~
b ! b. They cannot decay directly to SM particles via the
purely leptonic LL

E coupling. They can decay directly via the LQ

D coupling and produce
acoplanar jets or dileptons plus dijets, but these topologies are not considered in this paper.
In the following Section we describe the search analyses which cover the topologies
outlined above.
3 Selection Criteria
The signal topologies for the direct and indirect decays were simulated using the SUSYGEN
Monte Carlo (MC) program [16], and the MC samples were subsequently passed through
the ALEPH detector simulation. Selection eciencies were determined as a function of





, the branching ratios of the indirect decays into SM particles and lighter SUSY
states, and the branching ratios of the direct decays into all possible SM topologies. The




method advocated in [14], i.e. the
cuts were tuned to give the optimal expected 95% C.L. excluded cross section using the
signal eciencies and the background estimates from Monte Carlo. Generally the selection
eciencies for the SUSY signals are high, typically in the range 50   90% for nal states
which contain a maximum number of electrons or muons (the \best case" scenarios), and
4




, which are not already excluded by LEP 1.
3











E Four Leptons ~ 0.8 0
Four Leptons plus 6E
~








Leptons and Hadrons 
+
;  0.8 1
LQ










Table 2: Selections, the SUSY signals which give rise to the above topologies, the number
of expected background events, and the number of candidate events selected in the data
(
p
s = 130 172GeV). The value marked (*) is subtractable background. For (**) the total
background/number of candidate events is quoted. Limits on the four jet topologies are then
calculated using a sliding reconstructed di-jet mass window (Section 3.2.2), subtracting the
expected background.
30   50% for nal states which contain a maximum number of taus (the \worst case"
scenarios).
3.1 Topologies arising from the LL

E couplings
The selections for a dominant LL

E operator share one common property: they select
topologies with multi-leptonic nal states. The topologies can consist of as little as two
acoplanar leptons in the simplest case, or they may consist of as many as six leptons plus two
neutrinos in the more complicated case. In addition to the purely leptonic topologies, the
MSSM cascade decays of heavier gauginos into lighter gaugino states may produce multi-jet
and multi-lepton nal states. We now describe the selections of the various topologies in
turn. A brief summary of all selections, the expected number of background events from
SM processes, and the number of candidates selected in the data is shown in Table 2.
3.1.1 Six Leptons
Six lepton topologies are expected from the cascade decays of charginos to lighter sneutrinos,










. To select this topology the
analysis requires at least ve charged tracks (N
ch
), but no more than 9, and at least
four identied leptons (i.e. electrons or muons). The charged tracks should also be well




> 0:01 and y
4
> 0:002. No candidate was
selected in the data at
p
s = 130  172GeV.
3.1.2 Six Leptons plus Missing Energy



























is the maximum value of y
Durham
at which the event is still reconstructed as a n-jet
event using the Durham jet-nding algorithm [15].
4










s, and at least two identied leptons (N
lep




background is reduced by requiring y
4
to be greater than 0.004, and that the total charged
energy be greater than 6 times the neutral hadronic energy. No candidate was found in the
data.
3.1.3 Four Leptons














> 0:0004. The selection is then split into three subselections for nal states with no
taus (requiring N
lep
 3, a total momentum along the beam axis less than 25GeV, and
a neutral hadronic energy less than 15% of the leptonic energy), with two taus (requiring




s and a neutral hadronic energy
less than 30% of the leptonic energy), and with four taus (no energy within 12

of the
beam pipe and a neutral hadronic energy less than 30% of the leptonic energy). The three
subselections are nally ORed. No candidate was selected in the data.
3.1.4 Four Leptons plus Missing Energy
The topology arises from the pair production of the lightest neutralino  ! llll, from
associated neutralino production where the Z

! , from the indirect decays of sneutrinos
~ ! , from the \mixed" decays of sleptons, where one slepton decays directly, and the

















, at least one
identied lepton, total missing p
T
> 5GeV and y
4
> 0:0006. Finally jets are built using the





=s) such that jets of the tau mass are formed. At
least four of the jets are required to contain charged tracks. The total expected background
of 0.4 events is dominated by four fermion processes. One candidate is selected in the data
at
p
















Right-handed sleptons of avour k can decay into leptons of avour i or j and neutrinos
via the coupling 
ijk
, producing acoplanar lepton topologies of same or mixed avours.
Similarly charginos can decay to a slepton and a sneutrino, which subsequently decay to








. Selections for the topology of two acoplanar
leptons of same avour have already been developed for the search for sleptons under the
assumption that R-parity is conserved [17], and are here extended to allow for mixed lepton
avours. The total expected background of 12 events is irreducible, coming nearly entirely
from the leptonic decays of W pairs, and we therefore subtract this background according
to the prescription given in [19] to derive upper limits on the production cross sections. A
total of 15 events are selected in the data, consistent with the SM expectation. Table 3
shows the number of candidates selected in the various topologies. These events display
clear characteristics of leptonic WW decays.
5
Topology ee   e e 
Selected in Data 1 1 1 4 3 5
Table 3: The number of candidate events selected in the data by the acoplanar lepton
selection, listed according to lepton avours.
3.1.6 Leptons and Hadrons
This topology is expected from the indirect decays of charginos and the heavier neutralinos

























decays hadronically. Three subselections have been designed to





selection for low multiplicity, for high multiplicity and for small leptonic energy. The low











s, small hadronic energy (E
had
) and large leptonic energy
(E
leptons
), which cluster at y
3
> 0:009 and y
4
> 0:0026 into three and four jets, respectively.
The high multiplicity selection requires more than four charged tracks, M
vis
> 25, the






< 27GeV, large leptonic
energy, and y
5
> 0:006. The small leptonic energy selection requires more than nine charged






s, a leptonic energy in excess
of 20%E
had











no isolated photon jets (i.e. jets with dominantly electromagnetic energy, and no charged
track) to be found in the event. Finally, the three subselections are ORed, and a veto
against the WW background is applied using the hadronic mass m
qq
, the momentum of
the highest energy lepton, and the invariant mass of the lepton/missing enery system m
l
.
The total expected background is 0.8 events, mainly from qq and W-pair-production. One
event is selected in the data, consistent with a WW ! qqe event.
3.2 Topologies arising from the LQ

D couplings
For a dominant LQ

D operator the event topologies are mainly characterised by large
hadronic activity, possibly with some leptons and/or missing energy. In the simplest case
the topology consists of four jet nal states, and in the more complicated scenario of multi-
jet and multi-lepton and/or multi-neutrino states.
3.2.1 Multi-jets plus Leptons and/or missing Energy











qq. Depending on the W

phase space and decay mode,
the topology may resemble a purely hadronic nal state, a leptonic nal state with some










have been designed to address the dierent cases. In the following primed event variables
denote quantities which are calculated excluding identied leptons. This procedure ensures













s, that the energy









) > (0:003; 0:002), that all jets contain
less than 90% electromagnetic energy, and transverse energy E
T
< 60GeV. Finally a
























< 40GeV, and a WW veto similar to the one described in Section 3.1.6. The




















< 40GeV, and a WW veto.
Finally the three subselections are ORed. The total expected background is 2 events,
dominated by WW and qq processes. Three events are selected in the data. Two of the
three events are consistent with a qq interpretation. The third event displays characteristics
of a We ! qqe event.
3.2.2 Four Jet nal states
Sleptons and sneutrinos can decay directly into four jet nal states. Normally one considers


















. The four jet system will then also have the property












). In this section we
use an analysis which was originally developed for the search for charged Higgses decaying
into charm and strange quarks [18].
After requiring at least 8 charged particle tracks and a total charged energy of more
than 10%
p






Spherical events with thrust less then 0.9 are then clustered into four jets and kept if
y
4
> 0:006. After vetoing events with photon-like jets, events that match the equal dijet
mass hypothesis are selected by cutting on the mass dierence of the dijet systems, and
by performing a 5C-t (energy-momentum conservation and equal mass constraint) that is
required to lead to a small 
2




, eciencies are of the
order of 35%, and a total background of 18.7 events is expected at
p





. In agreement with this expectation, 14 events are observed in the
data, with a dijet mass distribution in agreement with the Standard Model prediction, as
is shown in Fig. 1. Limits on slepton and sneutrino production are set by sliding a mass
window across this distribution, counting the number of events seen and subtracting the
expected background, conservatively reducing the expected background by 20%.
4 Limits on Sparticles for a dominant LL

E coupling
None of the above analyses nd evidence for Supersymmetry in the data collected at
p
s = 130 172GeV. In this section we interpret the negative results of the search analyses
in terms of limits on the masses of the SUSY particles.
4.1 Charginos and Neutralinos
Charginos and neutralinos can decay either indirectly via the lightest neutralino, or directly
via sleptons or sneutrinos. The corresponding branching fractions in general depend on
the eld content and masses of the charginos and neutralinos, the sfermion mass spectrum
as well as the Yukawa coupling . For simplicity, this analysis considers the two extreme
cases of either indirect or direct decays only, not addressing the region of parameter space
7
where both decays have sizable branching fractions. Limits have been evaluated assuming
a common slepton and sneutrino mass m
0
at the GUT scale, which according to the
renormalisation group equations [20] links the selectron and electron-sneutrino masses at






























































are only used in the computation of the neutralino (chargino)
cross section, which receives a positive (negative) contribution due to t-channel selectron
(sneutrino) exchange, respectively.
4.1.1 Dominance of indirect decays
In this scenario all charginos and neutralinos are assumed to decay to the lightest neutralino,
which then decays violating R-parity into two charged leptons and a neutrino. For charginos
the \Leptons and Hadrons" selection is ORed with the \Six Leptons plus Missing Energy"
selection, and for neutralinos () and (
0
) the logical OR of the \Leptons and Hadrons"
and the \Four and Six Leptons plus Missing Energy" analyses are used to determine the









and the choice of generation indices i; j; k
of the coupling 
ijk
. For a given value of m
0
and tan , limits are derived in the (;M
2
)
plane for the worst case in terms of generation indices i; j; k and squark masses
7
. In most
points this worst case is identied as a dominant 133-coupling
8
and small squark masses,
leading to a large hadronic branching fraction with low selection eciency. The limits
set this way are by construction independent of the choice of generation indices or squark
masses.








-prescription is applied to decide
whether to combine chargino and neutralino searches to obtain the best exclusion power.
Fig. 2 shows the limits obtained in the (;M
2
) plane for a xed value of tan  and m
0
.
Scanning tan  and m
0
, the limits are translated into limits on the mass of the lightest
chargino and neutralino, which are shown as a function of tan  in Fig. 3. Since the worst
case limit is basically set by the purely hadronic decays, the tan-dependence of the two
mass limits is dictated mainly by the relative change of the chargino and neutralino mass
isolines in the (;M
2
) plane with respect to tan. At values of tan close to one, small
neutralino masses are excluded by an interplay of limits on 
0
-production from LEP1 and
the LEP2 chargino and neutralino limits (see Fig. 4), in the case of tan  = 1 still allowing
neutralino masses as small as 25 GeV.
6










neutralino lifetime can exceed a mean free path of ight of 1cm, and therefore fall outside our assumption




in SUSY parameters space are not
considered.
7
Varying the squark mass corresponds to changing the leptonic to hadronic branching ratios of the










corresponds to a maximum number of taus in the nal state, which generally leads
to worst case detection eciencies. The coupling 
122
corresponds to a maximum number of muons in the
nal state, the best case scenario.
8
4.1.2 Dominance of direct decays
Assuming the widths for the decays via the lightest neutralino to be negligible relative to the
direct decays, charginos can decay either into one charged lepton plus two neutrinos or into
three charged leptons, leading to two-, four- or six-lepton topologies. The composition of
lepton avours appearing in these nal states depends on the eld content of the chargino,
the generation indices and the details of the mass spectrum. For simplicity, a logical OR of
all corresponding selections is used. All branching fractions and avour compositions have
been scanned to identify the overall most conservative eciency (found for  nal states),
which is used to set limits valid for all choices of these parameters.
For the scenario considered here all neutralinos are assumed to decay to two charged
leptons plus a neutrino. Using the \Four Leptons plus missing Energy" selection, eciencies
have been calculated as a function of the neutralino masses for each possible avour
composition in the nal state. As before, the smallest eciency - corresponding to a
maximum number of taus in the nal state - is used to set limits independent of the choice
of generation indices.
In analogy to the procedure described in the previous section, limits from chargino and




parameter space. Fig. 5





to the destructive interference of the s- and t-channel contributions to the chargino cross
section, the limit set by the chargino search does not reach the kinematic limit at small
m
0
. On the other hand, the production cross section for  is enhanced at small selectron
masses, allowing to exclude charginos well beyond the kinematic limit in certain regions of
parameter space.




, the information is summarised in
terms of limits on the masses of the lightest chargino and neutralino as a function of tan 









, hold for any choice
of generation indices i; j; k, and for neutralino, slepton and sneutrino LSPs.
4.2 Sleptons
Sleptons can decay either directly to a lepton and a neutrino, producing acoplanar lepton
topologies of same or mixed avour, or indirectly to a lepton and a neutralino
9
(which
subsequently decays to two leptons and a neutrino) producing six lepton plus two neutrino
topologies. For the indirect decays a logical OR of the \Six Leptons plus Missing Energy"
and \Four Leptons plus Missing Energy" selection is used to determine the excluded cross










correspond to the best and worst case exclusion, producing topologies with a
maximum number of muons and taus, respectively. For the direct decays the \Acoplanar
Lepton" analysis is used to set the limit. Although eciencies for the acoplanar lepton
topologies are high, the large expected background in this channel (which is subtracted)
leads to an exclusion limit which is worse than the limit for the indirect decays. The
limits on the mass of the right-handed sleptons are shown in Fig. 6. The slepton mass


















, from the previous Section) are
kinematically inaccessible for most of the slepton mass range considered in this Section.
9
(gaugino region,  =  200GeV=c
2














Sneutrinos can decay either directly into pairs of charged leptons, or indirectly to a neutrino
and a neutralino, which subsequently decays to two leptons and a neutrino. The \Four
Lepton" selection for the direct decays, and the \Four Leptons plus 6E" selection for the





, and the generation indices i; j; k. As for the sleptons, the best case and worst





limits are shown in Fig. 7. The sneutrino mass limits for the indirect decay modes, the
most conservative choice of coupling (
133









(gaugino region,  =  200GeV=c
2
















t ! c, and
~
b ! b, with the neutralino decaying subsequently into two charged leptons
and a neutrino. The \Leptons and Hadrons" selection is used to derive limits on the stop
and sbottom masses, which are shown in Fig. 8. The most conservative limits, corresponding























The indirect decays of the chargino to the neutralino produce multi-jets plus leptons and/or





and the generation indices i; j; k of the coupling 
0
ijk
using the \Multi-jets plus Leptons
and/or missing Energy" selection. This selection has lowest eciencies for nal states with
taus, which corresponds to the worst case coupling 
3jk
. The chargino limits are derived in
the same way as for the LL

E operator, i.e. for the choice of generation indices i; j; k and
squark masses which give the most conservative exclusion. Since the analysis only covers the
indirect decay topologies at present, the limits are derived for large m
0
, and assuming that
the stop and sbottoms are heavier than the chargino. The excluded regions in the (M
2
; )













5.2 Slepton and Sneutrino Limits
Sleptons and sneutrinos can decay directly to four jet nal states via the LQ

D coupling.
The \Four Jet" analysis is used to set an upper limit on the production cross section of
left-handed sleptons
10
and sneutrinos. The cross section limit is shown as a function of the





Neglecting mixing eects in the slepton sector, only left-handed sleptons can decay directly to SM





















. The limits assume that the sleptons and sneutrinos decay directly to
four jets with a branching ratio of unity.
6 Implications for the High Q
2
HERA Events and
the ALEPH four jet Anomaly
The recently reported excess of high Q
2
events at HERA [9] may be interpreted [8] as a s-





decays via a dominant LQ

D coupling to a positron and a quark. As
discussed in the literature, a number of coupling solutions exist which are consistent with
low energy bounds on 
0
and can explain the HERA excess at the same time. Since limits




if the branching ratio B(~q ! e
+
q) = 1,
additional squark decay modes to lighter charginos or neutralinos are expected, possibly
within the reach of LEP 2. The negative result of the chargino search constrains the








shows contours of varying branching ratios B(~q ! e
+
q) in the (;M
2







= 0:04, with the ALEPH chargino limit superimposed. The






), where the chargino coupling to the scalar charm is small compared to
the R-parity violating Yukawa coupling 
121
= 0:04.
ALEPH has previously reported an anomaly in four jet events [23] recorded at centre-
of-mass energies between 130 and 172 GeV, for which the observed distribution of the sum
of the two dijet invariant masses constructed by pairing jets with the smallest dijet mass
dierence shows a peak around  106GeV=c
2
, with a small dijet mass dierence. In [10] the













where the selectrons subsequently decay directly via LQ

D to four jet nal states. In this













illustrated in Fig. 12. Since the equal mass four jet analysis nds good agreement between







in Section 3.2.2: for 
ex




), the U(1) gaugino






The searches for R-parity violating SUSY topologies nd no evidence for Supersymmetry
in the data collected at
p
s = 130   172GeV. The negative results translate into the
following mass limits for a dominant LL











, valid for any choice of coupling, and valid for





























, again valid for any choice of coupling.
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For non-negligible mixing in the slepton sector (assumed in [10]), left- and right-handed selectrons can




For a dominant LQ













, valid for any choice of
coupling. Assuming the dominance of direct decay modes of sleptons and sneutrinos to four











The results for LQ

D have implications for the R-parity violating interpretations of the
high Q
2
events at HERA, and the ALEPH four jet anomaly. In both cases, the interesting
regions of parameter space are constrained by the results presented in this paper.
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eV ALEPH Data 130-172 GeV
Background Monte Carlo
Backgr. parametrisation
Figure 1: The plot shows the expected reconstructed dijet-mass distribution of four jet nal
states after a 5C-t equal mass constraint t, and the distribution observed in the data. In




, a total number of 18.7
events are expected, in agreement with the observed 14 events. Also shown is the background




















excluded at 95% C.L. ALEPH (preliminary)
Charginos and Neutralinos (R/ p via LLE)
tanβ=1.41
m0=500GeV
Figure 2: Regions in the (;M
2
) plane excluded at the 95% C.L. for a dominant LL

E




, assuming that the

























ALEPH preliminary √s = 161-172 GeV





















ALEPH preliminary √s = 161-172 GeV
excluded at 95% C.L.
Figure 3: The 95% C.L. limit on the chargino mass (left) and the lightest neutralino mass
(right) as a function of tan  for a dominant LL

E coupling, assuming the dominance of
either direct or indirect decay modes. The limits hold for any choice ofm
0
and the generation




















excluded at 95% C.L. ALEPH (preliminary)





Figure 4: Excluded regions at the 95% C.L. in the (;M
2
) plane for a dominant LL

E




, assuming that the indirect















is set at the point (;M
2










σ (χ+χ-) + σ(χiχj)
σ (χ+χ-)
ALEPH preliminary limit
 on σ (χ+χ- + χiχj)
Direct decays via LLE
(µ= -200 GeV, tanβ=1.41, m0= 60 GeV)
Figure 5: The solid line shows the combined excluded cross section from the chargino and
neutralino searches (
p









,  =  200GeV=c
2
,
assuming that the direct decays dominate. For the low value of m
0
considered here the
neutralino production cross section (dashed line) is enhanced due to positive contributions
from selectron t-channel exchange, and therefore the excluded region extends well beyond








M(e˜R) in GeV M(µ˜R) in GeV
M(τ˜R) in GeV






) plane for a dominant LL

E coupling.
Above the diagonal line the lightest neutralino is heavier than the sleptons, and only the
direct decays are allowed. Below the line the indirect decays generally dominate, but the
branching ratio of the direct (dashed lines) to indirect (full lines) decays depends on the
magnitude of the coupling 
ijk




correspond to the best and
worst case exclusions for the indirect decays, respectively. The selectron limit is shown at a
representative point in the gaugino region ( =  200GeV=c
2







) in GeV M(ν˜µ) in GeV
M(ν˜τ) in GeV




) plane for a dominant LL

E coupling. Above
the diagonal line the lightest neutralino is heavier than the sneutrino and only the direct
decays are allowed. Below the line the indirect decays generally dominate (full lines), but
the branching ratio of the direct (dashed lines) to indirect decays depends on the magnitude
of the coupling 
ijk
. The dierent choices of 
ijk
correspond to the best and worst case
scenarios. The electron sneutrino limit is shown at a representative point in the gaugino
















































































































































) plane for a dominant
LL

E coupling. The two choices of 
122
and 133 correspond to the best and worst case
exclusions, respectively. The exclusion plots are shown for minimal squark mixing ( = 0

),























excluded at 95% C.L. ALEPH (preliminary)





















excluded at 95% C.L. ALEPH (preliminary)
Charginos and Neutralinos (R/ p via LQD)
tanβ=35
m0=500GeV
Figure 9: The LQ

D chargino 95% C.L. exlcusion in the (;M
2
) plane for the two values
of tan  =
p
2; 35. The corresponding chargino mass limits are M(
+
) = 83; 85GeV=c
2
,








, i.e. large sfermion masses.
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e˜Le˜L (µ=-100 GeV, M2=1 TeV)
excluded at 95%C.L.






















Direct decays via LQD
Figure 10: The dark shaded regions show the 95% C.L. excluded cross sections as a function
of the slepton/sneutrino mass for the direct decays into four jets for a dominant LQ

D
coupling. The superimposed lines show the predicted cross sections for slepton and sneutrino


















sneutrinos (one avour) at M(~) > 51GeV=c
2
, valid for any choice of generation indices





















2. The plot is to be compared with Fig.4 of
[22]. Regions with B > 0:87 are excluded by the Tevatron searches [21]. On the other hand,
if B  1, the coupling 
0
121






to account for the HERA high Q
2
excess, and be in conict with low energy bounds. The





, is shown as a solid line.





















(dashed lines), ~~ (dot-dashed lines), and




















 0:55pb) by the four jet analysis of Section 3.2.2.
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